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• One key element of object-oriented programming is inheritance:  
A new class can inherit the data members and member functions 
of a previously defined class 

• and add new members/features 

• and modify functions (polymorphism)
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• One key element of object-oriented programming is inheritance:  
A new class can inherit the data members and member functions 
of a previously defined class 

• and add new members/features 

• and modify functions (polymorphism)

• Natural examples: 

• Student, Professor, Assistant are ETH-Members 

• Triangles, Circles, Rectangles are Shapes

• In object-oriented programming the key feature of inheritance is 
that they share features and functionalities
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• We work out an example with base class 
Employee, and derived class Manager

Manager

Employee
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• We work out an example with base class 
Employee, and derived class Manager

• Important: Keep in mind that every Manager 
is an Employee but not every Employee is a 
Manager. An object of a derived class can be 
treated as an object of the corresponding 
base class

• A derived class cannot access the private 
members of its base class

• A derived class constructor has to call one of 
the constructors for its base class 
(default ()-constructor called if none specified)

Manager

Employee
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• Reminder: 
• private: cannot be accessed from outside the class 

• public: can be accessed from outside the class

#include <iostream> 
#include <string> 

using namespace std; 

class Employee { 
public: 
 Employee(string n) : name_(n) {}; 
 void print_info() const {cout << "Name: " << name_ << endl;}  
 string get_name() const {return name_;}; 
private: 
 string name_; 
}; 

int main() { 
 Employee worker("Simpson"); 
 worker.print_info(); 
  
 return 0; 
}
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class Manager : public Employee { 
public: 
  Manager(string name, string dep) : Employee(name), department_(dep) {}; 
  void print_info() const { 
    Employee::print_info(); 
    cout << "Head of the " << department_ << endl; 
  } 
private: 
  string department_; 
};

class Employee { 
public: 
 Employee(string n); 
 void print_info() const;  
 string get_name() const; 
private: 
 string name_; 
};

base class

derived class
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class Manager : public Employee { 
public: 
  Manager(string name, string dep) : Employee(name), department_(dep) {}; 
  void print_info() const { 
    Employee::print_info(); 
    cout << "Head of the " << department_ << endl; 
  } 
private: 
  string department_; 
};

class Employee { 
public: 
 Employee(string n); 
 void print_info() const;  
 string get_name() const; 
private: 
 string name_; 
};

base class

derived class

inherit all features and data from Employee
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class Manager : public Employee { 
public: 
  Manager(string name, string dep) : Employee(name), department_(dep) {}; 
  void print_info() const { 
    Employee::print_info(); 
    cout << "Head of the " << department_ << endl; 
  } 
private: 
  string department_; 
};

class Employee { 
public: 
 Employee(string n); 
 void print_info() const;  
 string get_name() const; 
private: 
 string name_; 
};

base class

derived class choose base constructor to call (default is ()-constructor)

inherit all features and data from Employee
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class Manager : public Employee { 
public: 
  Manager(string name, string dep) : Employee(name), department_(dep) {}; 
  void print_info() const { 
    Employee::print_info(); 
    cout << "Head of the " << department_ << endl; 
  } 
private: 
  string department_; 
};

class Employee { 
public: 
 Employee(string n); 
 void print_info() const;  
 string get_name() const; 
private: 
 string name_; 
};

base class

derived class

base class call

choose base constructor to call (default is ()-constructor)

inherit all features and data from Employee
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class Manager : public Employee { 
public: 
  Manager(string name, string dep) : Employee(name), department_(dep) {}; 
  void print_info() const { 
    Employee::print_info(); 
    cout << "Head of the " << department_ << endl; 
  } 
private: 
  string department_; 
};

class Employee { 
public: 
 Employee(string n); 
 void print_info() const;  
 string get_name() const; 
private: 
 string name_; 
};

base class

derived class

additional data member

base class call

choose base constructor to call (default is ()-constructor)

inherit all features and data from Employee
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int main() { 
  Employee worker("Simpson"); 
  Manager boss("Mr. Burns", "Nuclear Power Plant"); 

  worker.print_info();     // "Name: Simpson" 
  boss.print_info();       // "Name: Mr. Burns 
                           //  Head of the Nuclear Power Plant" 
   
  return 0; 
};

class Employee { 
public: 
  Employee(string n) : name_(n) {}; 
  void print_info() const {cout << "Name: " << name_ << endl;}  
  string get_name() const {return name_;}; 
private: 
  string name_; 
}; 

class Manager : public Employee { 
public: 
  Manager(string name, string dep) : Employee(name), department_(dep) {}; 
  void print_info() const { 
    Employee::print_info(); 
    cout << "Head of the " << department_ << endl; 
  } 
private: 
  string department_; 
};

see 6_employee.cpp
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• Reminder: 
• private: cannot be accessed from outside the class 

• public: can be accessed from outside the class
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• Reminder: 
• private: cannot be accessed from outside the class 

• public: can be accessed from outside the class

• New with inheritance: 
• protected: can be accessed from derived classes but not 

from outside the class (private not from derived classes)

class Base { 
public: 
  void pub() {} 
protected: 
  void pro() {} 
private: 
  void pri() {} 
}; 

class Derived: public Base { 
  void doit() { 
    pub(); // OK 
    pro(); // OK 
    pri(); // NOT OK 
  } 
};

Derived d; 
d.pro(); // NOT OK
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• Reminder: 
• private: cannot be accessed from outside the class 

• public: can be accessed from outside the class

• New with inheritance: 
• protected: can be accessed from derived classes but not 

from outside the class (private not from derived classes)

• Access Modifiers when inheriting: 
• class Derived : public Base ... 

• inherited features keep the access modifiers as they were 

• class Derived : protected Base ... 
• inherited public features become protected in derived class 

• class Derived : private Base ... 
• inherited public & protected features become private in derived class

class Base { 
public: 
  void pub() {} 
protected: 
  void pro() {} 
private: 
  void pri() {} 
}; 

class Derived: public Base { 
  void doit() { 
    pub(); // OK 
    pro(); // OK 
    pri(); // NOT OK 
  } 
};

class Derived2: protected Base { }; 
class Derived3: private Base { };

Derived2 d2; 
d2.pub(); // NOT OK

Derived d; 
d.pro(); // NOT OK

class Derived4: public Derived3 { 
  void doit() { 
    pub(); // NOT OK 
    pro(); // NOT OK 
    pri(); // NOT OK 
  } 
};
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int main() { 
  Employee worker("Simpson"); 
  Manager boss("Mr. Burns", "Nucler Power Plant"); 

  worker.print_info();     // "Name: Simpson" 
  boss.print_info();       // "Name: Mr. Burns 
                           //  Head of the Nuclear Power Plant" 

  Employee* base_ptr = &boss; 
  base_ptr->print_info();  // what will this print? 
   
  return 0; 
};

class Employee { 
public: 
  Employee(string n) : name_(n) {}; 
  void print_info() const {cout << "Name: " << name_ << endl;}  
  string get_name() const {return name_;}; 
private: 
  string name_; 
}; 

class Manager : public Employee { 
public: 
  Manager(string name, string dep) : Employee(name), department_(dep) {}; 
  void print_info() const { 
    Employee::print_info(); 
    cout << "Head of the " << department_ << endl; 
  } 
private: 
  string department_; 
};
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int main() { 
  Employee worker("Simpson"); 
  Manager boss("Mr. Burns", "Nucler Power Plant"); 

  worker.print_info();     // "Name: Simpson" 
  boss.print_info();       // "Name: Mr. Burns 
                           //  Head of the Nuclear Power Plant" 

  Employee* base_ptr = &boss; 
  base_ptr->print_info();  // what will this print? 
   
  return 0; 
};

class Employee { 
public: 
  Employee(string n) : name_(n) {}; 
  void print_info() const {cout << "Name: " << name_ << endl;}  
  string get_name() const {return name_;}; 
private: 
  string name_; 
}; 

class Manager : public Employee { 
public: 
  Manager(string name, string dep) : Employee(name), department_(dep) {}; 
  void print_info() const { 
    Employee::print_info(); 
    cout << "Head of the " << department_ << endl; 
  } 
private: 
  string department_; 
};

Base class pointer 
base_ptr is a pointer to an object of 
class Employee and its value is the 
address of the boss object. 
This is correct, since every object of 
type Manager can be treated as an 
Employee.

Reminder: dot- vs arrow-notation 
base_ptr->print_info(); 
(*base_ptr).print_info(); 

Both are equivalent...
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Employee
void print_info() const
string get_name() const
string name_

Manager
void print_info() const
string department_

Employee a; 
a.print_info();

Manager b; 
cout << b.get_name();
b.print_info();
b.Employee::print_info();

Manager c;
Employee* ptr = &c; 
ptr->print_info();

The data type of the pointer determines which object’s member function is 
called, NOT the data type of the object the pointer currently points to!
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Employee
void print_info() const
string get_name() const
string name_

Manager
void print_info() const
string department_

Employee a; 
a.print_info();

Manager b; 
cout << b.get_name();
b.print_info();
b.Employee::print_info();

Manager c;
Employee* ptr = &c; 
ptr->print_info();

The data type of the pointer determines which object’s member function is 
called, NOT the data type of the object the pointer currently points to!
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• Base class pointers can point to any object of derived classes 

• Only base class features can be used! 
• base class pointer has same interface as base class (independently of derived class) 

• Do not do pointer arithmetic (or “p[i]”) on base class pointers! 
• e.g. don’t do this: Derived da[10]; Base * p = da; p[5].a = 5; (you have been warned...) 

• Derived class pointers cannot point to base class objects

class BaseClass { 
public: 
  void who() { cout << "Base" << endl; } 
}; 

class DerivedClass: public BaseClass { 
public: 
  void who() { cout << "Derived" << endl; } 
  void derived() { cout << "AHA" << endl; } 
};

int main() { 
  BaseClass bc;     // object of type BaseClass 
  DerivedClass dc;  // object of type DerivedClass 
  BaseClass * bp;   // pointer to BaseClass 
   
  bp = &bc;     // bp points to BaseClass object 
  bp->who();    // OK 
  bp = &dc;     // bp points to DerivedClass object 
  bp->who();    // OK 
  bp->derived();// NOT OK 
                // (not defined in BaseClass) 
   
  return 0; 
};
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• Base class pointers can point to any object of derived classes 

• Derived class pointers cannot point to base class objects

class BaseClass { 
public: 
  void who() { cout << "Base" << endl; } 
}; 

class DerivedClass: public BaseClass { 
public: 
  void who() { cout << "Derived" << endl; } 
  void derived() { cout << "AHA" << endl; } 
};

int main() { 
  BaseClass bc;     // object of type BaseClass 
  DerivedClass dc;  // object of type DerivedClass 
  DerivedClass * dp;  // pointer to DerivedClass 
   
  dp = &dc;     // dp points to DerivedClass object 
  dp->who();    // OK 
  dp->derived();// OK 
  dp = &bc;     // NOT OK 
   
  return 0; 
};
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• Use Polymorphism: 

• In C++: Overloading and Overriding, virtual functions and abstract classes 

• Common use: one interface, multiple methods
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• What if we want the member function of the object actually 
pointed to to be called?

• Use Polymorphism: 

• In C++: Overloading and Overriding, virtual functions and abstract classes 

• Common use: one interface, multiple methods

• Reminder: Overloading and Overriding in C++ as seen so far 

• overload: same method with different arguments (e.g. sqrt(float) and sqrt(int)) 

• override: redefine methods or operators (seen earlier) 

• method to be called is chosen at compile-time according to type of object
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• What if we want the member function of the object actually 
pointed to to be called?

• Use Polymorphism: 

• In C++: Overloading and Overriding, virtual functions and abstract classes 

• Common use: one interface, multiple methods

• Reminder: Overloading and Overriding in C++ as seen so far 

• overload: same method with different arguments (e.g. sqrt(float) and sqrt(int)) 

• override: redefine methods or operators (seen earlier) 

• method to be called is chosen at compile-time according to type of object

• New: calls on base pointers can use object actually pointed to 

• in C++: needs “virtual” keyword on top of inheritance
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class BaseClass { 
public: 
  void who() { cout << "Base" << endl; } 
}; 

class DerivedClass: public BaseClass { 
public: 
  void who() { cout << "Derived" << endl; } 
  void derived() { cout << "AHA" << endl; } 
};

int main() { 
  BaseClass bc; 
  DerivedClass dc; 
  BaseClass * bp; 
  bp = &bc; 
  bp->who();  // Prints “Base” 
  bp = &dc; 
  bp->who();  // Prints “Base” 
  return 0; 
};

The problem:

see 7_virtualtest.cpp
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class BaseClass { 
public: 
  void who() { cout << "Base" << endl; } 
}; 

class DerivedClass: public BaseClass { 
public: 
  void who() { cout << "Derived" << endl; } 
  void derived() { cout << "AHA" << endl; } 
};

int main() { 
  BaseClass bc; 
  DerivedClass dc; 
  BaseClass * bp; 
  bp = &bc; 
  bp->who();  // Prints “Base” 
  bp = &dc; 
  bp->who();  // Prints “Base” 
  return 0; 
};

class BaseClass { 
public: 
  virtual void who() { cout << "Base" << endl; } 
}; 

class DerivedClass: public BaseClass { 
public: 
  void who() { cout << "Derived" << endl; } 
  void derived() { cout << "AHA" << endl; } 
};

int main() { 
  BaseClass bc; 
  DerivedClass dc; 
  BaseClass * bp; 
  bp = &bc; 
  bp->who();  // Prints “Base” 
  bp = &dc; 
  bp->who();  // Prints “Derived” 
  return 0; 
};

The problem:

The solution:

The virtual keyword provides run-time polymorphism!

see 7_virtualtest.cpp
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• If a function is declared as virtual, each derived class can have 
its own implementation of it (called “overriding”) 

• a virtual call through a base class pointer will call the function of the class of the 
object pointed to 

• we thus have run-time polymorphism
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• If a function is declared as virtual, each derived class can have 
its own implementation of it (called “overriding”) 

• a virtual call through a base class pointer will call the function of the class of the 
object pointed to 

• we thus have run-time polymorphism

• Properties 

• The virtual keyword is inherited (and so is the method if it isn’t overridden) 

• a new version of a virtual method in a derived class is virtual by default 

• Signature of inherited function must match exactly (careful with “const” etc) 

• Constructors cannot be virtual 

• Destructors can be virtual 

• and should if you plan to inherit the class

BaseClass * bp = new DerivedClass; 
bp->who(); 
delete bp;  // which destructor??
see 7_virtualtest.cpp
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class Base { 
  double * b; 
public: 
  Base() { b = new double[10]; } 
  Base(int N) { b = new double[N]; } 
  ~Base() { delete[] b; } 
}; 

class Derived: public Base { 
  double * d; 
public: 
  Derived() { d = new double[10]; } 
  Derived(int N) { d = new double[N]; } 
  ~Derived() { delete[] d; } 
}; 

int main() { 
  Derived d; 
  Derived di(20); 
  Base * p = new Derived; 
  delete p; 
   
  return 0; 
}

Consider this partial code:

see 8_constructordestructor.cpp
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class Base { 
  double * b; 
public: 
  Base() { b = new double[10]; } 
  Base(int N) { b = new double[N]; } 
  ~Base() { delete[] b; } 
}; 

class Derived: public Base { 
  double * d; 
public: 
  Derived() { d = new double[10]; } 
  Derived(int N) { d = new double[N]; } 
  ~Derived() { delete[] d; } 
}; 

int main() { 
  Derived d; 
  Derived di(20); 
  Base * p = new Derived; 
  delete p; 
   
  return 0; 
}

Consider this partial code:

calls Base() and Derived() 

see 8_constructordestructor.cpp
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class Base { 
  double * b; 
public: 
  Base() { b = new double[10]; } 
  Base(int N) { b = new double[N]; } 
  ~Base() { delete[] b; } 
}; 

class Derived: public Base { 
  double * d; 
public: 
  Derived() { d = new double[10]; } 
  Derived(int N) { d = new double[N]; } 
  ~Derived() { delete[] d; } 
}; 

int main() { 
  Derived d; 
  Derived di(20); 
  Base * p = new Derived; 
  delete p; 
   
  return 0; 
}

Consider this partial code:

calls Base() and Derived() 
calls Base() and Derived(int)

see 8_constructordestructor.cpp
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class Base { 
  double * b; 
public: 
  Base() { b = new double[10]; } 
  Base(int N) { b = new double[N]; } 
  ~Base() { delete[] b; } 
}; 

class Derived: public Base { 
  double * d; 
public: 
  Derived() { d = new double[10]; } 
  Derived(int N) { d = new double[N]; } 
  ~Derived() { delete[] d; } 
}; 

int main() { 
  Derived d; 
  Derived di(20); 
  Base * p = new Derived; 
  delete p; 
   
  return 0; 
}

Consider this partial code:

calls Base() and Derived() 
calls Base() and Derived(int)

construct as d above

see 8_constructordestructor.cpp
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class Base { 
  double * b; 
public: 
  Base() { b = new double[10]; } 
  Base(int N) { b = new double[N]; } 
  ~Base() { delete[] b; } 
}; 

class Derived: public Base { 
  double * d; 
public: 
  Derived() { d = new double[10]; } 
  Derived(int N) { d = new double[N]; } 
  ~Derived() { delete[] d; } 
}; 

int main() { 
  Derived d; 
  Derived di(20); 
  Base * p = new Derived; 
  delete p; 
   
  return 0; 
}

Consider this partial code:

calls Base() and Derived() 
calls Base() and Derived(int)

destroy *p: calls ~Base()
construct as d above

see 8_constructordestructor.cpp
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class Base { 
  double * b; 
public: 
  Base() { b = new double[10]; } 
  Base(int N) { b = new double[N]; } 
  ~Base() { delete[] b; } 
}; 

class Derived: public Base { 
  double * d; 
public: 
  Derived() { d = new double[10]; } 
  Derived(int N) { d = new double[N]; } 
  ~Derived() { delete[] d; } 
}; 

int main() { 
  Derived d; 
  Derived di(20); 
  Base * p = new Derived; 
  delete p; 
   
  return 0; 
}

Consider this partial code:

calls Base() and Derived() 
calls Base() and Derived(int)

destroy *p: calls ~Base()
construct as d above

destroy d,di: calls ~Derived() and ~Base()

see 8_constructordestructor.cpp
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class Base { 
  double * b; 
public: 
  Base() { b = new double[10]; } 
  Base(int N) { b = new double[N]; } 
  ~Base() { delete[] b; } 
}; 

class Derived: public Base { 
  double * d; 
public: 
  Derived() { d = new double[10]; } 
  Derived(int N) { d = new double[N]; } 
  ~Derived() { delete[] d; } 
}; 

int main() { 
  Derived d; 
  Derived di(20); 
  Base * p = new Derived; 
  delete p; 
   
  return 0; 
}

Fixed version:
class Base { 
  double * b; 
public: 
  Base() { b = new double[10]; } 
  Base(int N) { b = new double[N]; } 
  virtual ~Base() { delete[] b; } 
}; 

class Derived: public Base { 
  double * d; 
public: 
  Derived() { d = new double[10]; } 
  Derived(int N): Base(N) { d = new double[N]; } 
  ~Derived() { delete[] d; } 
}; 

int main() { 
  Derived d; 
  Derived di(20); 
  Base * p = new Derived; 
  delete p; 
   
  return 0; 
}

Consider this partial code:

calls Base() and Derived() 
calls Base() and Derived(int)

destroy *p: calls ~Base()
construct as d above

destroy d,di: calls ~Derived() and ~Base()

calls Base() and Derived() 
calls Base(int) and Derived(int)

destroy *p: calls ~Derived() and ~Base()
construct as d above

destroy d,di: calls ~Derived() and ~Base()

see 8_constructordestructor.cpp
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• Functions that will be common to all subclasses can be declared 
by the base class in a single place
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• Functions that will be common to all subclasses can be declared 
by the base class in a single place

• The base class dictates the interface for all derived classes, but 
the latter can have their own actual implementations  
(“One interface, multiple methods”)
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• Functions that will be common to all subclasses can be declared 
by the base class in a single place

• The base class dictates the interface for all derived classes, but 
the latter can have their own actual implementations  
(“One interface, multiple methods”)

• Helps to develop complex programs or libraries 

• ensures that all derived classes can be accessed using the same function interface
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• Functions that will be common to all subclasses can be declared 
by the base class in a single place

• The base class dictates the interface for all derived classes, but 
the latter can have their own actual implementations  
(“One interface, multiple methods”)

• Helps to develop complex programs or libraries 

• ensures that all derived classes can be accessed using the same function interface

• BUT: use only when meaningful 
• powerful technique but don’t abuse it 

• for performance: virtual calls are more expensive than non-virtual (static) calls 

• for development: can cut development time if used with care 

• or increase it if it makes the code unnecessarily complex
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Goal: program that handles geometric objects and calculates their 
areas. The use case would look like this:
Shape *p;     // base class pointer to Shape 
Triangle t;   // on object of class Triangle 
Rectangle r;  // on object of class Rectangle 

if (user_wants_triangle) { 
 p = &t;       // let pointer point to Triangle t 
} else if (user_wants_rectangle) { 
 p = &r;       // point to Rectangle r 
} 
p->set_dim(10.0, 5.0);  // define dimensions of shape 
p->show_area();     // print area of shape (whatever it is)
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CSElab 
www.cse-lab.ethz.chVirtual functions: Example

Goal: program that handles geometric objects and calculates their 
areas. The use case would look like this:
Shape *p;     // base class pointer to Shape 
Triangle t;   // on object of class Triangle 
Rectangle r;  // on object of class Rectangle 

if (user_wants_triangle) { 
 p = &t;       // let pointer point to Triangle t 
} else if (user_wants_rectangle) { 
 p = &r;       // point to Rectangle r 
} 
p->set_dim(10.0, 5.0);  // define dimensions of shape 
p->show_area();     // print area of shape (whatever it is)

Shape
void set_dim(double, double)
void show_area()

Define class layout:

Triangle Rectangle
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class Shape { 
protected:       // accessible also to sub-classes 
  double x, y;   // dimensions of shape 
public: 
  // set dimensions 
  void set_dim(double i, double j) { x = i; y = j; } 
  // print area 
  virtual void show_area() { cout << "Not defined!" << endl; } 
  // not defined in base class, since type of shape is unknown here! Still we declare the 
  // function to make sure that all shape sub-classes will have this method. 
}; 

// sub-class Triangle inherits from base class Shape 
class Triangle : public Shape { 
public: 
 // This function is still virtual and we have to use      
 // exactly the same interface as in the base class 
 void show_area() {  
  cout << "Area of Triangle: " << 0.5*x*y << endl; 
 } 
}; 

// sub-class rectangle in the same way 
class Rectangle : public Shape { 
public: 
 // function is virtual 
 void show_area() { 
  cout << "Area of rectangle: " << x*y << endl; 
 } 
};

Define base class and derived classes:

Shape *p; 
Triangle t; 
Rectangle r; 

if (user_wants_triangle) { 
 p = &t; 
} else if (user_wants_rectangle) { 
 p = &r; 
} 
p->set_dim(10.0, 5.0); 
p->show_area();

use case

see 9_shape.cpp
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• What if we want to extend the application to circles?
// sub-class Circle inherits from base class Shape 
class Circle : public Shape { 
public: 
 void show_area() {  
  cout << "Area of Circle:" << 3.141*x*x << endl; 
 } 
};
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www.cse-lab.ethz.chVirtual functions: Example

• What if we want to extend the application to circles?
// sub-class Circle inherits from base class Shape 
class Circle : public Shape { 
public: 
 void show_area() {  
  cout << "Area of Circle:" << 3.141*x*x << endl; 
 } 
};

• Where is the problem?
• User does not know whether to pass the radius as the first or the second argument

Circle c; 
p = &c; 
p->set_dim(9,?); 
p->show_area();
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• What if we want to extend the application to circles?
// sub-class Circle inherits from base class Shape 
class Circle : public Shape { 
public: 
 void show_area() {  
  cout << "Area of Circle:" << 3.141*x*x << endl; 
 } 
};

• Where is the problem?
• User does not know whether to pass the radius as the first or the second argument

• Base class “Shape” assumes x and y component for shape

Circle c; 
p = &c; 
p->set_dim(9,?); 
p->show_area();
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• What if we want to extend the application to circles?
// sub-class Circle inherits from base class Shape 
class Circle : public Shape { 
public: 
 void show_area() {  
  cout << "Area of Circle:" << 3.141*x*x << endl; 
 } 
};

• Where is the problem?
• User does not know whether to pass the radius as the first or the second argument

• Base class “Shape” assumes x and y component for shape

• How to solve?
• Call “set_dim” with two identical arguments?

• Redefine “set_dim” to work with one argument by setting a default value for “y”?

Circle c; 
p = &c; 
p->set_dim(9,?); 
p->show_area();
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• What if we want to extend the application to circles?
// sub-class Circle inherits from base class Shape 
class Circle : public Shape { 
public: 
 void show_area() {  
  cout << "Area of Circle:" << 3.141*x*x << endl; 
 } 
};

• Where is the problem?
• User does not know whether to pass the radius as the first or the second argument

• Base class “Shape” assumes x and y component for shape

• How to solve?
• Call “set_dim” with two identical arguments?

• Redefine “set_dim” to work with one argument by setting a default value for “y”?

• Both bad: violates philosophy of polymorphism  
“Shape” assumes two shape components, “Circle” has just one 
=> “Circle” is not a “Shape” and should not be derived of it (maybe generalize Shape?)

Circle c; 
p = &c; 
p->set_dim(9,?); 
p->show_area();
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class Shape { 
protected:       // accessible also to sub-classes 
  double x, y;   // dimensions of shape 
public: 
  // set dimensions 
  void set_dim(double i, double j) { x = i; y = j; } 
  // print area 
  virtual void show_area() { cout << "Not defined!" << endl; } 
  // not defined in base class, since type of shape is unknown here! Still we declare the 
  // function to make sure that all shape sub-classes will have this method. 
};
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• What happens if someone defines a sub-class of “Shape” and 
forgets to implement the “show_area” function?

class Shape { 
protected:       // accessible also to sub-classes 
  double x, y;   // dimensions of shape 
public: 
  // set dimensions 
  void set_dim(double i, double j) { x = i; y = j; } 
  // print area 
  virtual void show_area() { cout << "Not defined!" << endl; } 
  // not defined in base class, since type of shape is unknown here! Still we declare the 
  // function to make sure that all shape sub-classes will have this method. 
};
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• What happens if someone defines a sub-class of “Shape” and 
forgets to implement the “show_area” function?

• It uses the dummy version from “Shape” and prints “Not defined!” 

• no compile warning or error

class Shape { 
protected:       // accessible also to sub-classes 
  double x, y;   // dimensions of shape 
public: 
  // set dimensions 
  void set_dim(double i, double j) { x = i; y = j; } 
  // print area 
  virtual void show_area() { cout << "Not defined!" << endl; } 
  // not defined in base class, since type of shape is unknown here! Still we declare the 
  // function to make sure that all shape sub-classes will have this method. 
};
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• What happens if someone defines a sub-class of “Shape” and 
forgets to implement the “show_area” function?

• It uses the dummy version from “Shape” and prints “Not defined!” 

• no compile warning or error

• We can force sub-classes to implement the function by declaring 
it as pure virtual 
• Syntax:  

• a class containing pure virtual functions is called an abstract class

class Shape { 
protected:       // accessible also to sub-classes 
  double x, y;   // dimensions of shape 
public: 
  // set dimensions 
  void set_dim(double i, double j) { x = i; y = j; } 
  // print area 
  virtual void show_area() { cout << "Not defined!" << endl; } 
  // not defined in base class, since type of shape is unknown here! Still we declare the 
  // function to make sure that all shape sub-classes will have this method. 
};

virtual return-type function-name(argument-list) = 0;
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class Shape { 
protected:       // accessible also to sub-classes 
  double x, y;   // dimensions of shape 
public: 
  // set dimensions 
  void set_dim(double i, double j) { x = i; y = j; } 
  // print area 
  virtual void show_area() = 0; // pure virtual 
};

New version of Shape base class
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• You cannot instantiate an object of an abstract class 

• you can derive a new class and provide a definition for pure virtual functions 

• “Rectangle” and “Triangle” as defined before also work for abstract “Shape” here 

• a derivation of an abstract class is abstract unless it defines all pure virtual functions 

• Base class pointers can still be declared on abstract base classes

class Shape { 
protected:       // accessible also to sub-classes 
  double x, y;   // dimensions of shape 
public: 
  // set dimensions 
  void set_dim(double i, double j) { x = i; y = j; } 
  // print area 
  virtual void show_area() = 0; // pure virtual 
};

class BadShape : public Shape { }; 

int main() { 
  Shape * p = new Rectangle; // OK 
  Shape s; // NOT OK: abstract class 
  BadShape s2; // NOT OK: still abstract 
   
  return 0; 
};

ExampleNew version of Shape base class
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• You cannot instantiate an object of an abstract class 

• you can derive a new class and provide a definition for pure virtual functions 

• “Rectangle” and “Triangle” as defined before also work for abstract “Shape” here 

• a derivation of an abstract class is abstract unless it defines all pure virtual functions 

• Base class pointers can still be declared on abstract base classes

• Very useful to specify interfaces 

• derived classes must use the same interface and provide their own implementation

class Shape { 
protected:       // accessible also to sub-classes 
  double x, y;   // dimensions of shape 
public: 
  // set dimensions 
  void set_dim(double i, double j) { x = i; y = j; } 
  // print area 
  virtual void show_area() = 0; // pure virtual 
};

class BadShape : public Shape { }; 

int main() { 
  Shape * p = new Rectangle; // OK 
  Shape s; // NOT OK: abstract class 
  BadShape s2; // NOT OK: still abstract 
   
  return 0; 
};

ExampleNew version of Shape base class
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class BaseSim { 
public: 
  void run() { 
    for (int i = 0; i < 10; ++i) { 
      step(i); 
    } 
  } 
  virtual void step(int i) { 
    cout << "BaseStep " << i << endl; 
  } 
}; 

class DerivedSim: public BaseSim { 
public: 
  void step(int i) { 
    cout << "DerivedStep " << i << endl; 
  } 
};

int main() { 
  // base run 
  BaseSim bs; 
  bs.run(); 
  // derived run 
  DerivedSim ds; 
  ds.run(); 
   
  return 0; 
}

Use case

see 10_virtual.cpp
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• Useful to replace parts of an algorithm 

• skeleton code that calls a virtual function which we can override 

• Note: without “virtual” step method, “ds.run()” would call “BaseSim::step(int)”

class BaseSim { 
public: 
  void run() { 
    for (int i = 0; i < 10; ++i) { 
      step(i); 
    } 
  } 
  virtual void step(int i) { 
    cout << "BaseStep " << i << endl; 
  } 
}; 

class DerivedSim: public BaseSim { 
public: 
  void step(int i) { 
    cout << "DerivedStep " << i << endl; 
  } 
};

int main() { 
  // base run 
  BaseSim bs; 
  bs.run(); 
  // derived run 
  DerivedSim ds; 
  ds.run(); 
   
  return 0; 
}

Use case

static call to BaseSim::run() 

BUT: in there virtual call to step(int) 
=> uses DerivedSim::step(int)see 10_virtual.cpp
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• Useful to replace parts of an algorithm 

• skeleton code that calls a virtual function which we can override 

• Note: without “virtual” step method, “ds.run()” would call “BaseSim::step(int)”

• Well...it’s kind of still a call with the base class pointer “this” 

• Remember: when “ds.run()” is called function “run” gets hidden argument “this” with 
*this = ds and call “step(i)” within class is shorthand for “this->step(i)”

class BaseSim { 
public: 
  void run() { 
    for (int i = 0; i < 10; ++i) { 
      step(i); 
    } 
  } 
  virtual void step(int i) { 
    cout << "BaseStep " << i << endl; 
  } 
}; 

class DerivedSim: public BaseSim { 
public: 
  void step(int i) { 
    cout << "DerivedStep " << i << endl; 
  } 
};

int main() { 
  // base run 
  BaseSim bs; 
  bs.run(); 
  // derived run 
  DerivedSim ds; 
  ds.run(); 
   
  return 0; 
}

Use case

static call to BaseSim::run() 

BUT: in there virtual call to step(int) 
=> uses DerivedSim::step(int)see 10_virtual.cpp
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